
4 arrested in Tunisia 
anti-corruption drive

TUNIS: Four people, including prominent businessmen,
have been arrested in Tunisia on suspicion of corruption
and financing a wave of protests in the North African
country, a senior official said yesterday. The official, on
condition of anonymity said that businessmen Chafik
Jarraya, Yassine Chennoufi and Nejib Ben Ismail along
with customs officer Ridha Ayari were arrested Tuesday
“under the state of emergency” in force in Tunisia since
November 2015. “They are implicated in affairs of cor-
ruption and suspected of plotting against state security
through incitement and alleged financing of the protest
movements in Tataouine and other regions,” he said.  A
young man, Anouar Sakrafi, died of injuries suffered
Monday when he was run over by a National Guard
vehicle during clashes with security forces at an oil and
gas plant in southern Tunisia, the scene of long-running
protests over joblessness. Security forces fired tear gas
as protesters tried to storm the El Kamour facility in the
desert region of Tataouine, radio reports said.  

Nepalese Maoist prime 
minister Dahal resigns

KATHMANDU: Nepal’s Maoist prime minister resigned
yesterday as part of a planned handover to a former politi-
cal foe who will be the impoverished nation’s tenth leader
since the end of the civil war in 2006. Pushpa Kamal Dahal,
who led the decade-long Maoist insurgency before enter-
ing politics, is stepping aside after less than 10 months in
office. He is expected to be succeeded by three-time for-
mer prime minister Sher Bahadur Deuba, who heads the
largest party in the current coalition government.  “I
announce my resignation from the post of prime minister
today, right now, with a pledge to continue being active
for the upliftment of the country and the people as a
politician, parliamentarian and a citizen,” Dahal said in a
televised speech in which he catalogued his government’s
achievements.  Dahal, who still goes by his nom de guerre
Prachanda, or “fierce one”, had promised to step down
after holding local elections as part of the agreement that
brought him to power last August. Local elections were
held in three of the country’s seven provinces 10 days ago. 
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Nigerian officials seize
illegal arms shipment

LAGOS: Nigeria said yesterday it had intercepted an ille-
gal cache of arms at the port in Lagos, five months after a
similar seizure in the city, a spokesman said. “Following
intelligence reports, our operatives on Monday inspect-
ed a 40-foot container at the Tin Can port in Apapa,
Lagos, and found 440 pieces of assorted pump action
rifles and other accessories of the guns,” said Joseph
Attah. The consignment originated in Turkey and was
covered with plaster of Paris to try to avoid detection, he
added. One suspect was arrested and investigations
were under way to determine the intended recipient of
the illegal shipment, Attah said. In January, customs offi-
cers intercepted a truck carrying 661 illegal pump action
rifles along a road in Apapa-after it had been cleared at
the port. Three customs officers who handled the clear-
ing were taken into custody. Nigeria is facing a series of
security threats across the country, including Boko
Haram insurgents in the northeast and militants who
have targeted oil and gas infrastructure in the south. 

Massive slide buries 
stretch of highway

LOS ANGELES: A massive rockslide has buried a
stretch of California’s iconic seaside Highway 1 which
had already been hit by a number of road closures
caused by severe winter storms, state transportation
officials said Tuesday. The slide on one of America’s
most picturesque highways took place on Saturday
morning in a remote and largely uninhabited area
known as Mud Creek. The road in that section of the
highway had already been shut down before a mil-
lion tons of earth came tumbling down from a hill-
side, burying a 1,500-foot section of the highway,
said Jim Shivers, a spokesman for the state’s trans-
portation agency. “We’re looking at a road closure of
several months,” he said. “This is a very, very big
event... and it’s something that we really haven’t seen
before.  We have a lot of work to do.” He said the scale
of the slide was such that the wall of rock and dirt
that cascaded down the slope continued down to the
ocean floor 250 feet off the shoreline. 

Lives of 24 million kids
threatened by conflict

BEIRUT: Violence and conflict in the Middle East and
North Africa threaten the lives of over 24 million chil-
dren, most of them in Yemen, Iraq and Syria, the
United Nation’s children agency said in a report yes-
terday. From cholera in Yemen to attacks on hospitals
in Syria and the tens of thousands of children trapped
in Iraq’s city of Mosul, UNICEF said the violence is
depriving children of essential health care.  Water and
sanitation services have been compromised, causing
waterborne diseases to spread while health care and
nutritious food are insufficient to meet children’s
needs, it said.  “Violence is crippling health systems in
conflict-affected countries and threatens children’s
very survival,” said Geert Cappelaere, UNICEF’s direc-
tor for the Middle East and North Africa.  “Beyond the
bombs, bullets and explosions, countless children are
dying in silence from diseases that could easily be
prevented and treated,” he added.  The glaring figures
reflect the enormity of the disaster.

Iraq orders probe into 
abuses in Mosul battle 

BAGHDAD: Iraq’s interior minister yesterday ordered an
investigation into allegations that members of the security
forces had tortured, killed and abused civilians in the cam-
paign to oust Islamic State militants from Mosul. The inquiry
was in response to a report by the German newsmagazine
Der Spiegel last week that included images of apparent tor-
ture taken by a freelance photographer embedded with the
Interior Ministry’s elite Emergency Response Division (ERD).
Photographs showed detainees accused of affiliation with
Islamic State hanging from the ceiling with their arms bent
behind them, and the journalist wrote of prisoners being
tortured to death, raped and stabbed with knives. “The
Interior Minister ordered investigators to conduct a clear
and fair inquiry...(and) to take legal measures against those
who are negligent if the investigation proves so,” a ministry
statement said yesterday. 

HELSINKI: Finland’s eurosceptic Finns party must push for
stronger controls on immigration and not just play a sup-
porting role in the ruling coalition, the frontrunner in the
party’s leadership race said. Jussi Halla-aho, a member of
the European Parliament and an anti-immigration hardlin-
er, has become the favorite to replace the more moderate
Timo Soini, the country’s foreign minister, who will step
down as party chief next month.

Halla-aho said he wants Finland to leave the European
Union but that he would not call for a quick referendum
on EU membership as most Finns were likely to vote to
stay in the union. Leaving the EU should be a long-term
goal, he said. “If we now went to a referendum, we would
lose, and it would be much harder to have the debate on
the EU after that,” Halla-aho told Reuters in an interview
conducted on Tuesday. As party chief he would push the
coalition to impose tougher controls on family members
joining migrants who settle in Finland, which the coalition
has agreed but not implemented.

“In my opinion, we should also impose controls on the
Swedish border and not accept asylum seekers from
Sweden,” he said, arguing that the party grassroots
expects a tougher immigration policy. “If this conflicts with
EU legislation, we should still do the necessary... and take
the case to EU courts.” Halla-aho has previously hinted that
if elected leader he could take the party out of the three-

party coalition, a move that could lead to the breakup of
the government and derail planned healthcare and local
government reforms - key parts of the government’s plan
to balance public finances. 

In the interview, however, he said the party could stay
in government and push a more radical agenda as he
believes that without the Finns its coalition partners
would have a hard time forming a new government given
the current parliament has a largely leftist opposition.  “I
believe the threshold to break up the government is very
high for these parties, even if the Finns party changes its
style a little.” “I believe we have more leverage than people
think.” Prime Minister Juha Sipila’s Centre Party and
Finance Minister Petteri Orpo’s centre-right NCP have
declined to comment on the government’s future after the
Finns party’s leadership change.

Freedom of movement
The Finns party, formerly known as True Finns, is known

for complicating EU bailout talks of troubled states during
the euro zone debt crisis. But since joining the govern-
ment in 2015, it has seen its support drop after it made
compromises in the coalition. “Many of our voters feel
betrayed ... We support our coalition partners, but have
failed to reach our own goals,” Halla-aho said. “Within the
scope of the government program, it is possible for us to

stay in the government, but we must break out from a
supporting role the party has drifted to.”

The latest opinion poll by Taloustutkimus shows 40 per-
cent of Finns party voters back Halla-aho, 46, to be leader.
His closest rival, the more moderate Sampo Terho who has
just been appointed the government’s EU minister, has
the support of 26 percent. The party will vote on a new
leader on June 10. Halla-aho said countries with generous
welfare systems like Finland cannot afford the European
Union’s policy of free movement of workers. “In most
Western European countries, people are starting to see
the same as in Britain, that an ever smaller group is cover-
ing the costs of an ever larger group, and the union is
turning into a machine transferring money from the north
to the south.”

The current leadership sought to distance the Finns
from far-right parties in Europe such as France’s National
Front and the Sweden Democrats. But Halla-aho, who was
fined by Finland’s Supreme Court in 2012 for comments
on a blog that linked Islam to paedophilia and Somalis to
theft, said he wants to bolster cooperation between
nationalist movements in the European parliament. “We
should not care too much over small differences in nuance
and style. We can state that we do not agree with each
other in everything, but we have common core targets, at
least in immigration.” —Reuters

Finnish eurosceptic party 
should take a bigger role 

Finns party to appoint new leader

MANCHESTER: The sounds of happy
cheering and bouncy pop were still ringing
in the ears of excited young fans of US
singer Ariana Grande when an altogether
more menacing noise erupted. Within min-
utes, police in Britain’s third city of
Manchester knew they had a major inci-
dent on their hands after a bomber target-
ed the youngsters leaving the performance
in one of Europe’s largest indoor venues.

The investigation has reportedly recov-
ered CCTV footage showing the suspected
bomber, Salman Abedi, striding into the
foyer of the Manchester Arena at 10:30 pm
on Monday and detonating a home-made
explosive device. Panic ensued both in the
foyer and inside the 21,000-seat auditorium
as fans, and parents waiting to pick up their
children, fell over each in a stampede to
flee. At least 22 people were killed-one a
girl aged just eight-and another 59 were
wounded, many seriously. Twelve of them
were aged under 16. Abedi, 22, also died in
Britain’s worst terror attack since the trans-
port network in London was hit by suicide
bombers in July 2005.

‘Appalling terrorist attack’   
Greater Manchester Police had labeled it

a possible act of terror within 17 minutes of
the blast going off, mobilizing a major oper-
ation that included the closure of a nearby

transport hub and roads. They were flooded
with 240 phone calls within the first hour of
the incident, and went on to mobilize more
than 400 officers and staff during the night.

The police carried out a controlled
explosion near the arena at 1:35 am, on
what turned out to be a pile of abandoned
clothing. By 2:15 am, Prime Minister
Theresa May was acknowledging an
“appalling terrorist attack” and she went on
to brief opposition Labor leader Jeremy
Corbyn in the kind of contact that only
takes place during times of national emer-
gency. Grande, a former child T V star,
tweeted at 3:51 am that she felt “broken” by
the bloodshed, as the future of her current
world tour was plunged into doubt.

The coming day would bring heartbreak
as parents grieved for young lives horrifi-
cally cut short, or issued poignant appeals
for those still listed as missing.  The day
would also bring questions: about security
at the venue, about Abedi’s background,
and about the implications for a country
heading to the polls on June 8 for a general
election in which national security had
been only a fringe issue. But defiance
sounded the loudest note, as a vigil
Tuesday evening outside Manchester’s
imposing Town Hall erupted in chants
declaring that the city would prevail over
terrorism. —AFP

Minutes when happiness turned 
to horror in Manchester

MANCHESTER: Religious leaders speak to crowds during a vigil at St Ann’s
square in central Manchester, England yesterday. —AP

PARIS: French President Emmanuel Macron (2nd left) salutes passers-by on his
way to the British embassy in Paris to present his condolences to the British
ambassador to France, Edward Llewellyn, with French Minister for European
Affairs Marielle de Sarnez (left) French Prime Minister Edouard Philippe and
French Foreign Affairs Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian (right) France. —AP

With threat ‘very high’, France 
to extend state of emergency

PARIS:  President  Emmanuel  Macron
wants a sixth extension of France’s state
of emergency since the Paris attacks of
November 2015, his prime minister said
yesterday, adding that the terror threat
“remains very high”. The new president,
elected on May 7, also wants legislation
to boost  the powers  of  the secur i t y
forces, Edouard Philippe said, two days
after the Manchester concert suicide
bombing that claimed 22 lives.

“France and the United Kingdom are
fighting the same enemy,” Philippe said
after a meeting of his defense council.
“The terrorist threat remains, in Europe,
in our two countries, at a very high level.”
Macron is seeking a new extension of the
state of emergency, which expires on
July 15 after being extended “to preserve
our democracy”— referring to France’s
just-ended presidential  election and
upcoming legislative polls. The presi-
dent’s office earlier said he was seeking
to extend the state of emergency until
November 1.

The measures allow security forces to
monitor suspects and carry out searches
without warrants, place suspects under
house arrest, and ban public gatherings.
They were first imposed after the worst-
ever terror attacks on French soil struck
Paris on November 13, 2015, leaving 130
people dead. Then president Francois
Hollande declared that France was “at
war” and deployed troops to patrol the

streets. Currently, some 7,000 troops are
supporting police, Philippe said yester-
day, adding that their number could rise
to 10,000,  with an additional  60,000
reservists standing by.

The extensions of the state of emer-
gency, with rationales including ensuring
the protection of the Euro 2016 football
tournament and this year ’s elections,
have met with little public opposition.
But in December last year the left-leaning
judges’ union called the measures a “last-
ing drug” and the outgoing Socialist jus-
tice minister, Jean-Jacques Urvoas, said
“getting accustomed to this unusual situ-
ation would pose a risk to our democracy
of normalizing the exceptional.”

‘The new normal’ 
In Januar y,  Amnesty International

released a report titled “Dangerously dis-
propor t ionate :  The ever- expanding
national security state in Europe”, warn-
ing that states of emergency such as that
observed in France are part of “the new
normal”. The London-based rights group
noted that the emergency laws allowed
French pol ice  to  put  environmental
activists under house arrest ahead of the
UN Cl imate Conference in  Par is  in
2015.Nearly  70 people are currently
under house arrest in France under the
emergency rules, compared with nearly
300 in the wake of the November 2015
Paris attacks. —AFP
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ROME: One year ago an Eritrean was arrested in
Sudan on charges of heading a major people-
smuggling network and extradited to Italy,
where he has languished in jail ever since-
despite persistent claims the police got the
wrong man. Sicilian prosecutor Francesco Lo Voi
hailed the arrest as “a turning point in the fight
against human traffickers” after months of try-
ing to break into a ring of smugglers shipping
migrants across the Mediterranean.

Medhanie Yehdego Mered, 36, is accused of
being “the General” of one of the largest
migrant trafficking networks, with branches in
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Libya, Sudan and the United
Arab Emirates as well as in several European
countries. Investigators suspect him of organiz-
ing since 2013 the often deadly journeys of
hundreds of people a month-especially young
people from the Horn of Africa-across the bak-
ing Sahara and out to sea towards Italy.  He end-
ed up on an international wanted list after
being identified as the man who organized the
packing of migrants onto a boat that sank off
Lampedusa in 2013, killing at least 360 people
in one of the worst disasters in the
Mediterranean.  

The “cynical and unscrupulous” Mered, who
reportedly styled himself on ex-Libyan dictator
Muammar Gaddafi, had been “continuously and
constantly reaping vast profits while showing a
contempt for human life,” according to a joint

statement by Sudan, Italy and Britain announc-
ing his arrest on May 24 last year. But images of
a frail young man in a red shirt being marched
off a plane in Italy sowed the first seeds of
doubt. Some who had known “the General” said
the police had the wrong man. The handcuffed
prisoner was instead identified by relatives as a
refugee, Medhanie Tesfamariam Berhe, then a
29-year-old carpenter. “This is not the General.
He doesn’t even speak Arabic,” Tasfie Haggose,
an Eritrean refugee in Khartoum said.

Shared first name 
The trial against him went ahead, and the

prosecution will call its last witnesses for a hear-
ing in Palermo this month. But the accused
man’s lawyer, Michele Calantropo, says it is a
case of mistaken identity. “At the moment, there
is nothing” that proves his client is the wanted
trafficker, he said. Calantropo says he has 42 wit-
nesses and experts ready to testify in the com-
ing months that the man behind bars has only
one thing in common with “the General”: his

first name, Medhanie. This was the name
flagged by Britain’s National Crime Agency
(NCA) in 2016 when it heard someone going by
that name calling the tapped phone of a sus-
pected smuggler in Libya.  The man who made
the calls was tracked down and arrested in
Khartoum. But while prosecutors say the calls
were made to organize migrant trips,
Calantropo says his client was just looking out
for loved ones heading to Europe.  Prosecutors
said two Eritrean translators had testified to
police that the arrested man’s voice matched a
2014 recording of “the General” captured by
wiretap, though standard voice recognition
software failed to produce a result.  Although
the smuggling kingpin had been wanted inter-
nationally since 2015, investigators knew little
about him.

The prosecution has deemed it irrelevant
that the man behind bars is six years younger
than the suspect and does not resemble a
wanted photograph released by police. An
NCA spokesman said that it “remain(s) confi-
dent in our intelligence”.  But the man has had
a lonely wait for justice. Since Italy considers
him to be Medhanie Yehdego Mered, the fami-
ly of Medhanie Tesfamariam Berhe is not
allowed to visit or contact him by phone.  “I
was the only one who could wish him happy
birthday” when he turned 30 in early May,
Calantropo said. —AFP

Identity of trafficking ‘kingpin’ 
still in doubt year after arrest

Photo shows migrants and refugees on a rubber boat as the Libyan coast-
guards patrol, during a rescue operation of the Topaz Responder, a rescue
ship run by Maltese NGO ‘Moas’ and the Italian Red Cross off the Libyan
coast. —AFP


